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recently, the new generation of media cards has
appeared in the market, it is called as xdv cards, and it is

also called as mediacards. these media cards have no
chips on it, but it has the ability to play 3gp and avi files.
the problem is that the original cards were able to play
only avi files, but this new generation can also play 3gp
files. the developers made these new cards be able to

play any avi files with some minor changes in the
firmware. these new media cards are known as

mediacards cs7. i have successfully cracked these cards.
i have cracked 1,981 media cards, and i will release the

full cracked version for it. this cracked version will be
available for free for all users of this website, this

cracked version will be available as a torrent file and it
will have a manual installation. these mediacards can
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